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1: Lumber Tables, Board Foot Measure Conversion Tables, Lumber Materials
Tables for converting one inch lumber and Quebec standard into board measure [microform] Item Preview.

Lumber Sizes Simple, easy to understand definitions for the sizing of lumber. Here we will define each to help
you better understand the sizing methods used when referring to lumber "size". This measuring method is
probably the most recognized by the average person. We see this type of measuring method used in almost all
"Do-It-Yourself" type stores that sell lumber, or any place selling lumber for construction purposes. We
recognize such "sizes" as 2x4, 2x6, 4x4, 1x2, etc. This measurement refers to the thickness and width of the
lumber and the length varies. In reality, these measurements are not a true measurement of the lumber
thickness or width. The true measurement of a 2x4 is actually about 1. When the board is first rough sawn
from the log, it is a true 2x4, but the drying process and planning of the board reduce it to the finished 1. The
lumber is then sold as a "2x4" because the cost of the drying and machining are figured in The "Quarters"
Sizing Method: In the case of rough sawn lumber, the "Quarters" sizing method is usually used by mills that
sell rough lumber for woodworking purposes. The "Quarters" method refers only to the thickness of the wood
as widths and lengths vary depending on the log the wood is cut from. Generally, a woodworker will plane the
boards to the desired thickness and most likely rip the boards and glue them up into joined panels to get the
desired width. Rough sawn lumber comes in "true" thicknesses as reflected by the "quarters" size. Lumber
sized according to "Quarters" reflects the number of quarters of an inch thick the lumber is. To figure the
thickness of a board referenced in "quarters" sizes, simply divide the second number 4 into the first number.
The second number 4 means "quarters of an inch", or "quarters". Rough sawn lumber is usually sold by the
"board foot" bd. A board foot is equal to a piece of wood 12 inches long x 12 inches wide and 1 inch thick, or
cubic inches. To figure the board foot measurement of a piece of wood, multiply the length x width x
thickness in inches, then divide by For more on lumber sizing be sure visit our lumber sizes page. Board
Footage Calculator Use this calculator to find out many board feet a piece of lumber is based on its thickness,
width, and length. Thickness in inches Length in feet Board Feet Sorry your browser does not support frames
or is currently not set to accept them. You can fill out the standard form here.
2: Lumber Dimensions and Size Measurements
2. Tables for converting one inch lumber and Quebec standard into board measure: 2.

3: Board Foot Calculator
LUMBER TABLES: To assist you in your new profession, we have included these handy tables. Here you will find
conversion tables for Board Foot Measure, Conversion from Board Foot to Lineal Feet, product classification and
Dimensional Data for Nominal and Dressed Lumber.

4: Feet and Inches Measurement Calculator | Add Inch Fractions
Trove: Find and get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.

5: Lumber Dimensions Chart Board Feet | The Old Farmer's Almanac
Conversion Table Imperial to Metric Unit Measurement Thickness Conversion Table. English: Actual Metric: Suggested:
Measurement: Conversion: Metric Size: 1/8" mm.
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6: Tables for converting one inch lumber and Quebec standard into board measure - Details - Trove
All Volume - Lumber Conversion Tables board feet square feet (1/2-inch panels) square feet (1/4-inch panels) square
feet (1/8-inch panels) square feet (3/4-inch panels) square feet (3/8-inch panels) board feet cord cord (80 cubic ft) cord
feet cross tie cubic feet cubic inch cubic meter cunit pallet switch tie.

7: Concannon Lumber
Some lumber companies sell lumber by the board foot, a unit of measurement defined as a piece one inch thick
(nominal) by one foot wide (nominal) by one foot long (actual) or its equivalent. In the chart below (at the bottom of the
page), we translate common or "nominal" or "true" board sizes into board feet measurements.

8: Convert inches to cm - Length / Distance Conversions
This wood conversion tool has been designed to help you convert between different units of weight and volume. Please
note that if you are converting between units of volume and weight, you should consider reading how to convert from
volume to weight beforehand.

9: Fraction and Metric Conversion Chart | The Wood Database
Board Foot. Â¾. Defined as a board containing cubic inches of. sawed lumber or the equivalent of a board 12 inches
long, 12 inches wide, and 1 inch thick.
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